
TERMS

Participating in Haven Energy Inc's (Haven) Referral Program (program) is limited to individuals
who have placed a deposit on a battery system from Haven.

REFERRERS: To be eligible for this program, REFERRERS must:

(a) Be a U.S. citizen, permanent resident or non-permanent resident (certain visa categories
only) who has purchased or financed a
home battery system from Haven Energy; and

(b) Complete the following:

(i) Sign a contract for a battery system with Haven

REFEREES: To be eligible for this program, REFEREES must:

(a) Be a U.S. citizen, permanent resident or non-permanent resident (certain visa categories
only) who has purchased or financed a home battery system from Haven Energy; and

(b) Complete each of the following:

(i) Haven’s enrollment process; (ii) purchases products from Haven; (iii) has those
products installed; and (iv) makes payment to Haven in full (or receives approval from a
third party lender to finance their purchased product)

(ii) Provides the name and email address of the REFERRER to Haven

PAYMENT
Upon qualifying for the $1000 referral incentive, Haven will use a bank transfer or other digital
payment methods to make a payment of $500 to both the REFERRER and REFEREE. The
payments will be distributed as follows:

(a) For REFERRERS:



(i) If REFERRER has already had their battery system installed, Haven will pay $500
to them using a bank transfer or other digital payment methods;

(ii) If REFERRER has not had their battery system installed, Haven will deduct $500
from the next payment for their battery system;

(b) For REFEREES, Haven will pay $500 to them within 30 days of their completed
installation.

ELIGIBILITY
Eligibility is limited to individual Haven customers only. Haven's Referral Program cannot be
used by businesses for a�liate lead generation, as determined in Haven's sole discretion.

No SPAM:
You must comply with all up-to-date “SPAM” laws, including the U.S. CAN-SPAM Act. Emails
must be created and distributed in a personal manner and bulk email distribution is strongly
discouraged. Any use of bots, fictitious identities, scripts, email address generators, fake emails
or “spoofed” email accounts, will be grounds for termination of your participation in the
Program. You represent that you have the prospective REFERRER'S permission to provide their
email address and to send that message.
We reserve the right to modify or discontinue products, promotions and benefits at any time
without notice. Rates and Terms are subject to change at any time without notice and are
subject to state restrictions.

Haven is a licensed, bonded, and insured California contractor CSLB # 1104018


